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Heat, passion and trouble brewing
FICTION
THE MONSOON BRIDE. By Michelle Aung Thin. Text
Publishing. 246pp $29.95.
Reviewer: CLAUDIA HYLES

Monsoon Bride as a title is more enigmatic than
one might imagine. The story is certainly about
a newly married couple, and the opening pages
reveal episodic slivers of the wedding
arrangements prenuptial instruction from a priest, the
chapel ceremony and a borrowed scrap of patched lace
used as a veil, hastily unpinned by a nun for use by
another up-country orphan in the next conventarranged marriage.
But the season is summer, the time of burning heat
before the rains, so the question is, what will the
monsoon bring to the bride in the world her groom
assures her will be "newer, faster, better"? Desmond and
Winsome journey by third-class rail to start a new life
together in Rangoon, where Desmond, formerly a police
constable in Upper Burma, takes up an appointment with
the Indian Medical Service as coroner's assistant at
Rangoon General Hospital.
The year is 1930 and trouble is brewing. From 1824,
Britain began acquiring Burma. piece by piece, and in
1885 the country they found so troublesome was
deprived of its own identity to become part of British
India. Rangoon in 1930 was a predominantly Indian
city, the Burmese inhabitants resenting both the ruling
British and the people they
viewed as their second
colonisers, the Indians, who had
started businesses and had
taken many jobs from Burmese
workers. Increasing nationalism
led to protests, occasionally
violent, usually involving
university students and
sometimes spearheaded by
Buddhist monks. Rangoon was
a wild place and Burma had the
highest crime rate in the British

The

Empire.
Aung San Suu Kyi's recent Reith Lecture on Liberty
could almost have been part of this story. Her statement
that it is a "universal aspiration to be free" was as true

80 years ago as today. Certainly, Burma then was
waiting for liberation, and still waits. Paralleling the
country's impatience. the novel's characters await their
own ultimate liberation or abandonment of self. Desmond
and Winsome Goode, Jonathan Grace, the red-headed
British doctor who is Desmond's boss, and Daw Sein, a
highly educated and worldly Burmese woman and
Winsome's employer at the J. H. Stihl's Photographic
Studio, are all waiting for change that spells freedom in
one way or another.
Desmond and Winsome are Anglo-Burmese, mixed
race in other words, and suffer a racist slight from a
pukka memsahib, on the very day of their arrival in
Rangoon, for the innocuous act of occupying the last
table in a tea-room. Many of the classic colonial
characters positioned within inescapable class
stratification are present in the book, but it is not a
particularly predictable story. Some elements of the plot
can be imagined, but others are surprising and, if the very
title is enigmatic, several characters have the essence of
shades, shadows of complex identity, shifting and
changing like photographic negatives developing in a
chemical bath.
Michelle Aung Thin, Anglo-Burmese herself and living
now in Melbourne, has created a highly sensual
atmosphere. She writes careful and arresting descriptions
of the visual and audible, which one can easily imagine,
but her triumph is in her figurative summoning up of
scents. Whether it is the garlic, fish and spice that churns
a British stomach, the perfume of tropical flowers, the
deathly stink in the mortuary or the smell of passionate
love, her olfactory imagery, shocking and believable, is
extraordinary and evocative.
At times characters change direction rather too
abruptly but pressures of class, sex, relationships and
work in a tropical colonial outpost could do this to the
stoutest soul. There is something of Graham Greene and
The Quiet American but more, the still elusiveness of
Marguerite Duras's Indo-Chinese novels, particularly The
Lover. The author, in beautifully capturing time and
place, steers the novel's characters confidently in an
exploration of love and remembrance of things past.
Claudia Hyles is a Canberra reviewer with a great
interest in South and South-East Asia.
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